
Topic 5: 

Note-Taking, Studying for Exams 
and Managing Stress 



What is Note-taking? 

~ is the practice of recording 
information from different sources 
and platforms. 

By taking notes, the writer records 
the essence of the information, 
freeing their mind from having to 
recall everything.



What are the 3 types of
Note-Taking?

~ outline, visual, or Cornell

Outline and visual notes are quick up-
front, but require more work after
class to make them useful.

Cornell notes take the most work up-
front, but are the most useful later
on.











Note-Taking Methods for College Students

#1 The Outline method
#2 The Cornell method
#3 The Boxing method
#4 The Charting method
#5 The Mapping method
#6 The Sentence method
#7 The Mind Map method



Class task 1

Individually, in pair or group, choose 1 note-taking method
and find out:

1) What the note-taking method is; outline note-taking;
2) List the pros and cons of the method; g method.
3) Present your findings in PPT.

https://medium.goodnotes.com/the-best-note-taking-methods-for-college-students-451f412e264e



Presentation Time



How to Study
and Pass Exam
Like a Student
Doctor



Managing Stress



Stress is a feeling of emotional or physical tension. It can come from any
event or thought that makes you feel frustrated, angry, or nervous. Stress is
your body's reaction to a challenge or demand. In short bursts, stress can be
positive, such as when it helps you avoid danger or meet a deadline.

What is Stress?



• Worrying about something
• Not having much or any control over the outcome of a situation. 
• Having responsibilities that you're finding overwhelming. 
• Not having enough work, activities or change in your life.

What causes Stress?







Make a Choice





Class task 2

Individually, in pair or group, discuss and present in class:

1) The symptoms of stress.
2) The consequences of living in stress.
3) Present your questions in PPT.



Presentation Time
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